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By Lee A. Breakiron 

 

 

THE DARK MAN MEN, PART ONE 

 
     The 1980s had seemed a promising time for Robert E. Howard publications and study.  Book and 

fanzine publishing was down from its 70s’ peak, but there had been notable achievements, namely the 

appearances of Don Herron’s The Dark Barbarian: The Writings of Robert E. Howard  ̶  A Critical 

Anthology (Greenwood, 1984); the journal Cromlech edited by Marc Cerasini and published by Robert 

M. Price, the latter also publishing a wealth of unseen REH in a slew of chapbooks from Cryptic 

Publications [1]; Novalyne Price Ellis’s memoir One Who Walked Alone: Robert E. Howard, the Final 

Years (Grant, 1986); the first book-length critical treatment, Robert E. Howard: Starmont Reader’s Guide 

#35 (1987) by Cerasini and Charles Hoffman; and two volumes of REH’s Selected Letters 

(Necronomicon, 1989 and 1991). 

 

     This seemed to bode well for Howard’s receiving, at long last, the critical acceptance his work 

deserved, but there would still tough going ahead if it was to transcend its pulpish origins in the eyes of 

academia.  The drive for such recognition was not helped by market manipulation designed to stifle the 

publication of REH in paperbacks, the flood of pastiches intended to supplant them, the disappointment of 

two Conan movies with no real connection to Howard’s stories, and the decline in the quality and 

popularity of Marvel’s Conan comics and magazines.  All of these trends would only worsen in the 

1990s, exemplified by the abysmal Kull the Conqueror movie in 1997.  The REH-related fanzines Amra, 

The Howard Collector, Cross Plains, Fantasy Crossroads, and REH: Lone Star Fictioneer had all run 

their course by 1982; Cromlech’s last issue appeared in 1988; and The Howard Review and REH: Two-

Gun Raconteur were on long hiatuses.  

 

     Nevertheless, REHupan Rusty Burke could still say, in the editorial of the new 1990 journal The Dark 

Man #1:      

 

     During the past decade, the writing of Robert E. Howard has at last begun to receive 

the serious critical attention which many have felt it long deserved.  As Don Herron notes 

in this issue’s “Swords at the Academy Gates,” Howard’s literary reputation suffered by 

falling from the outset into unsympathetic  ̶  even if well-meaning  ̶  hands.  Unlike Rufus 

Griswold, the literary executor and defamer of Poe, who knew very well that he was 

fabricating libelous nonsense, these initial anthologists   ̶  August Derleth (Arkham 

House), Dr. John D. Clark (Gnome Press), L. Sprague de Camp (Gnome Press, Pyramid, 

Lancer/Ace), and Lin Carter (Lancer, Ballantine)  ̶  all seem to have genuinely believed, 

at least originally, that they were treating Howard and his work favorably.  But with 
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decrying the violence of his Conan tales and saying “Robert E. Howard is not ... 

presented here as anything but a writer of fiction to be read as entertainment” (Derleth), 

comments such as “Don’t look for hidden philosophical meanings or intellectual puzzles 

in the yarns   ̶  they aren’t there” (Clark), and “It is escape fiction wherein one escapes 

clear out of the real world into one where all men are strong, all women beautiful, all life 

adventurous, and all problems simple, and nobody even mentions the income tax or the 

dropout problem or socialized medicine” (de Camp) and estimations of the man himself 

like “Howard was maladjusted to the point of psychosis” (de Camp again), these 

gentlemen created from the outset an impression of Howard as an overgrown adolescent 

pulp hack who was not to be taken seriously. [2, p. 3] 

 

     And so, to provide a venue for such serious treatment of REH to appear, Burke established The Dark 

Man, named for the REH story about Turlogh dubh O’Brien and intended to be “not a fanzine, but a 

forum for serious scholarly or critical attention to Robert E. Howard,” though contributions would be 

welcomed “from within and without the academy gates.” [2, p. 4]  Burke expressed appreciation to Marc 

Michaud of Necronomicon Press and Glenn Lord for their help and encouragement, as well as to his 

fellow members of the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) for their support and 

criticism over the past 10 years that he had been a member.  Indeed, The Dark Man was founded with the 

specific intention of bringing worthy contributions by REHupans to a wider audience, and it did so from 

its first issue.  Burke would have difficulties in getting contributions to TDM [3,4], but he resisted turning 

it from a literary journal to a more fan-oriented zine [5].  He did later recommend that the journal should 

consider diversification into weird fiction or pulps in general [6]. 

 

     Russell E. “Rusty” Burke was born in 1951 and is from Knoxville, Tenn.  He obtained a B.A. in 

Religious Studies at the University of Tennessee, worked at a psychiatric hospital, co-owned a comic 

book store, and was a social worker for a children’s emergency shelter.  He did editorial work for a 

university business research center and some bartending before pulling up stakes at the age of 31 and 

heading to New Orleans, where he got a job with the Johnson O’Connor Research Foundation, an 

aptitude-testing organization in 1983 that he’s still with, though he later moved to Houston in 1985 and is 

now in Washington DC (and part-time in Chicago), where he is Director of Research.  He started 

apazining with the Southern Fandom Press Alliance and has been a member of a number of others, 

including the Spectator Amateur Press Society, DAPA-EM (a mystery APA), E*O*D (the Lovecraft 

APA), and Owlhoots (a western APA).  Burke has produced a couple hundred zines, mostly for REHupa, 

which he has been a member of since 1980 [6,7].  He served as series editor for the Wandering Star 

and Del Rey editions of pure-text REH, as well as editing or writing introductions for many other REH 

collections by Hippocampus Press, Necronomicon Press, Subterranean Press, and University of Nebraska 

Press, and authoring REH: A Short Biography of Robert E. Howard (Cross Plains Comics, 1999).  In 

1986, Burke organized the first REHupan pilgrimage to Cross Plains, a watershed event that led directly 

to the restoration of the Howard House by Project Pride, and later to the establishment of the annual 

Robert E. Howard Days festival.  He currently resides in Washington, D.C. with his wife, the artist Shelly 

Wischhusen.       

 

     The first four issues of TDM were 7 x 8.5-inch offset-printed, saddle-stapled chapbooks from 

Necronomicon with small print and no interior art.  Issue #1 had yellow-tinted covers with art by Bill 

Cavalier on the front and a price of $4.50 on the back.  These four issues sell for about $10 each today. 

The first four issues had print runs of 500 copies.  Issue #1, dated August 1990, came to 40 pages.   

 

     In the first article, “Swords at the Academy Gates; or, Robert E. Howard Is There, Where Are the 

Critics?,” Don Herron surveys academic criticism of fantasy fiction and poetry in the past decade, finding 

little mention and even less regard for Howard, not to mention for critical treatises like The Dark 

Barbarian, Starmont Guide #35, and Cromlech.  Indeed, it seems there would have been no notice taken 
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of REH whatever, were it not for these publications, themselves not products of academia, which 

probably explains some of the prejudice against them.  Singling out these works and the self-publications 

of REHupa, Herron states, “If anything, serious Howard criticism is at an all time high level of activity – 

but it is not activity generated in academic circles, so I suppose it can be ignored.  …  And the naïve hope 

yet is held out that some day academic critics will discover the literary qualities in Howard.” [8, p. 6]   

 

 

 
 

 

     Pointing out that the pulp and paperback origins of much of their fiction have hardly hurt authors like 

Ursula K. LeGuin, Philip K. Dick, Raymond Chandler, Dashiell Hammett, H. P. Lovecraft, and James M. 

Cain, Herron attributes the academic fashion of disparaging Howard to the editors of REH’s first 

published hardback collections, namely Derleth, Clark, de Camp, and Carter, who wrote influential 

introductions to these books and to later paperback anthologies, creating the myth of the utter simplicity 

of Howard’s intent as a story teller.  “This myth reached the broad base of the paperback readership and 

passed, seemingly unquestioned, into the academic perception of Howard.  If his own (apparent) 

         The Dark Man #1 
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staunchest supporters feel his work is worthless as literature – feel it is only, after all, a somewhat exciting 

diversion – why worry about essaying it?” [8, p. 8]  Challenging that assessment in The Dark Barbarian 

and this essay, Herron posits that Howard, with his deep knowledge of and passion for history, 

constructed one of literature’s great fictional realms, the Hyborian Age, in prose every bit as involving as 

actual historical accounts, as Lovecraft himself acknowledged.  Herron ranks REH’s portrayal of history 

as the repeated and inevitable triumph of barbarism over civilization as at least the artistic equal of 

Lovecraft’s cosmicism.  As “for the unfortunate dolts who believe Howard’s stories can be read only as 

simple ‘action yarns,’ I politely suggest that some rethinking is called for – or at least a glance at some of 

the new criticism,” such as would appear in The Dark Man.  But Herron holds out little hope they would.  

“So in Howard’s writing, and throughout history, have the civilized ignored the barbarians, at least until 

they’ve been overrun and slaughtered.  And there is little we barbarians working outside academia can do 

about the situation, except clash our swords and laugh.” [8, p. 4] 

 

       In the next essay, “King Conan and the Aquilonian Dream,” REHupan Steve Trout quotes 

extensively from the Conan stories to demonstrate convincingly that King Conan’s view that kingship 

should be based on the consent of one’s subjects, his favoring of only restricted imperialism, and his 

antipathy to slavery were Howard’s way of expressing the Western and, especially, American ideals of 

liberty, equality, and justice.  “And this in turn reinforces his stature as an important American writer, 

rather than a mere pulp wordsmith whose writing has little value beyond simple entertainment.  Howard 

did not write in a vacuum, and he was well aware of the deteriorating world situation of his times (in fact, 

he was among those predicting a serious coming war with Japan).” [9, p. 16]  They also reflect REH’s 

own populist leanings, though I might add that Howard believed too strongly in personal freedom and 

responsibility to embrace the socialism so popular at the time.  Trout’s views are more liberal than I think 

is justified, at least as an indicator of Howard’s own.  Trout states: “And by destroying one of Conan’s 

foes this ‘rabble’ is clearly fulfilling Conan’s expectations of civic activism …  Of course, this mob is 

only a small part of the power Conan commands as the ‘people’s king’; and a look at the sources of 

Aquilonia’s military might will also reinforce my contention that it is the America of the Hyborian Age.” 

[9, p. 13] 

 

     Burke had commented in his editorial that, had Trout’s article not included a connection with REH’s 

own social and political views, it would not have been published, because TDM was not a fanzine like 

Amra and so did not indulge in “Hyborian scholarship.” 
 

     Burke himself is next on stage with a reprint of an old REHupa essay of his, which he updates with 

footnotes and an afterword.  In “Toward Other Lands: An Approach to Robert E. Howard,” he argues that 

the originality, vision, and enduring popularity of REH’s work justifies calling him not only a literary 

genius, but an artist, one whose art was storytelling. 

 

The ancient Celts recognized the seanchai as an artist.  It was he who carried on the 

ancient sagas, the stories that made them who they were, the culture that shaped their 

society.  But an oral tradition is fluid, there is constant interplay between the remembered 

past and the perceived present.  An artist works with traditional materials and reworks 

them, shapes them to speak to the present. 

 

The sagas of the ancient storyteller are the progenitors of what is today called epic 

fantasy.  The ancients recognized that anyone could tell a story – but it took a seanchai to 

make a work of art.  He knew how to make the story come alive, because it was real.” 

[10, p. 17] 

 

And, of course, Howard was not only a self-taught scholar of Celtica, but a teller of tales which, for all 

their fantastic elements, abound in convincing realism and verisimilitude.  “How can there be any doubt 
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that Robert E. Howard was an artist, a seanchai?   He had a burning curiosity that led him to learn the old 

stories, he had the imagination and the vision to use them as raw materials in the creation of new stories, 

and he had the talent to make the stories come alive, to actively involve the audience in the world of the 

story.” [10, p. 18] 

 

     One key to the popularity of Howard’s fiction and to its powerful artistic vision  is its strong theme of 

individual freedom.  The philosophy ascribed to him, based on his story “Beyond the Black River,” that 

“barbarism is the natural state of mankind” which “must always ultimately triumph” over civilization may 

only be a convenient metaphor for freedom from social expectations.  The heroes of Irish legends strode 

forth as powerful examples of the Free Man, and this is what REH’s heroes are all about.  “They are men 

who choose their own fate.  They do not stand around and let others decide what they should do; they do 

not allow themselves to be tossed about by the whims of circumstance.  …  They act.” [10, p. 19] 

 

     Howard, Burke believes, applied this to his own life in the manner in which he took it.  His suicide has 

long been attributed to an impulsive act of grief in reaction to his mother’s impending death, even to the 

extent of involving an Oedipus complex.  However, Burke cites many statements by REH and others that 

make a strong case for reasoned, extended premeditation.  Whether this was due to cynical existentialism, 

abhorrence of growing old, belief in reincarnation (which figures in several of his stories), or a simple 

desire for release, the act was evidently Howard’s way of finally gaining true freedom and choosing his 

own fate. 

 

     Following this essay is a one-pager by REHupan Dan Stumpf speculating that REH may have written 

about footloose heroes as a way of sublimating his own frustration dealing with the burden of caring for 

his dying mother and that he may have committed suicide either to escape this situation or as the result of 

his guilt for wishing she would die.  All of that is nonsense, of course; Howard started writing about such 

characters well before his mother was bedridden, and her death would have freed him of such obligations 

anyway. 

 

     Next is an article by Glenn Lord about Herbert Klatt, one of REH’s literary circle of Texan friends and 

correspondents.  Howard and Klatt met only once before Klatt died at the age of 21. 

 

     Then comes an early draft of REH’s story, “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter” (FGD), provided by Glenn 

Lord, and a review by Burke of Echoes of Valor II (Tor, 1989) edited by Karl Edward Wagner.  Burke 

goes to some pains comparing the texts of the various versions of FGD, concluding they were probably 

written in the order:  the version in this issue, that printed in Wagner’s book, and that published in The 

Fantasy Fan as “Gods of the North,” but titled by REH “The Frost King’s Daughter.” 

 

     The issue closes with a review of REH’s semi-autobiographical novel Post Oaks and Sand Roughs 

(Grant, 1990) by Charles Hoffman and a set of guidelines for submissions to TDM.  All in all, an issue 

worthy of the mantle left by the demise of Cromlech. 

 

     In a review of The Dark Man #1, Stefan Dziemianowicz says: 

 

     In all, this first issue of The Dark Man is an auspicious start.  If, in the future, the 

journal can generate original scholarship with the same variety as the contents of this one, 

it will serve as a worthy companion to Lovecraft Studies and The Dark Eidolon: The 

Journal of Clark Ashton Smith Studies, and help Howard to achieve the same critical 

status accorded the other two members of the Weird Tales triumverate [sic]. [11, p. 28] 

 

     Stéphane Labrousse briefly reviews TDM #1 in the French fanzine Unaussprechlichen Kulten, Etudes 

& Textes de Robert E. Howard, #1 [12]. 
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     Bill Collins, in a review in the SFRA Newsletter, states: 

 

     Unlike supporters of Lovecraft, who have always felt that their day would come 

within the elitist confines of academe, Howard’s fans seem to have a deep-seated mistrust  

of “serious” criticism, exemplified by Herron’s grumpy but largely accurate assessment 

of academic attitudes toward their favorite author. 

 

     … It will be a long time before tenure-track scholars will be able to count submissions 

to The Dark Man … on their curriculum vitae, but there is a great deal more to Howard 

than the common academic view of him as a purveyor of fascistic misogyny and gore … 

[13] 
 

     TDM #2 appeared in July, 1991, having orange-tinted covers with artwork by Robert H. Knox on the 

front and the same page count and price as #1. 

 

      REHupan Steve Trout leads off the issue with a survey and commentary on Howard’s horror fiction.  

The Solomon Kane story “Red Shadows,” he says, evokes the dank dark chill of the deep jungle in a way 

that Edgar Rice Burroughs never could.  He calls the first Kull tale, “The Shadow Kingdom,” a 

memorable piece of purest paranoia predating, but comparing well with, such classics as Invasion of the 

Body Snatchers.  REH had a strong fear of snakes, perhaps natural for a Texan, Trout notes, theorizing 

that this may be why serpentine creatures appear so frequently as menaces in his fiction.  Trout suggests 

that fellow pulp author E. Hoffmann Price may have given both Lovecraft and Howard details about Far 

Eastern cults that account for the similarities of Lovecraft’s Cthulhu tales and REH’s “Skull-Face.”  Trout 

also notes amazing similarities between Lovecraft’s “The Lurking Fear” and REH’s “The Dwellers under 

the Tombs,” the latter of which may mark the first time that Howard dealt with the subject of a degenerate 

underground race.  Howard is known for putting himself in his fiction; Trout points out that he not only 

put himself in several of his horror stories, often as a character named O’Donnell, but appears also to have 

put his friend Lovecraft in these same stories as a sidekick, usually named Conrad.  As one who 

constantly merged literary genres, who else, Trout asks, would write a ghost story about a boxer (“The 

Spirit of Tom Molyneaux”)?  Reminding us that Conan is nipped by a vampire in The Hour of the 

Dragon, Trout quips that this may be why the character keeps returning in innumerable, lifeless pastiches. 

 

     Following this is an article by Michael Kellar on supernaturalism in the Solomon Kane stories, 

expanded from an article in The Howard Review #7.  Kellar starts strangely, seeming to agree with Rev. 

Montague Summers’s postulate that an author cannot write much in the way of convincing supernatural 

fiction without himself actually believing in occultism.  But Lovecraft was clearly an atheist [14], and the 

fact that Lovecraft’s stories seem to indicate otherwise is only a testament to his abilities as a writer.  The 

same seems to have been true for Howard, at least as far his apparent adherence to existentialism [15].  

Kellar does acknowledge both that REH had no conventional theological beliefs and that his use of such 

in the Kane stories was a mere backdrop and rationalization for Kane’s fanaticism.  Kellar goes on to 

score Howard for making the common mistake of confusing voodooism with true African religions.  

Kellar explains the apparent supernatural events in the Kane tales as the effects of parapsychological 

forces, such as telekinesis, rather than as the result of the intervention of Satan or demons.  I doubt if REH 

intended that or cared about how his stories were interpreted, as long as they achieved the dramatic effect 

he desired. 
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     Next up is Rusty Burke, who, in the essay, “The Old Deserted House: Images of the South in 

Howard’s Fiction,” discourses upon the Southern or “Piney Woods” tales which, along with his 

Southwestern or Texan stories, Howard produced in the early 1930s as he turned more and more to his 

own regional roots for inspiration.  The Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and 

Arkansas had all been home to REH’s forebears, so while he saw himself as a Texan, he also felt a strong 

kinship with the states of the Deep South.  He was profoundly influenced by the ghost stories and other 

legends told by the family cook, “Aunt” Mary Bohannon, who had been a slave in her youth, and by the 

horror stories and other Scotch-Irish folklore recited by his grandmother, Eliza Howard.  “Robert Howard 

was often brilliant in describing a setting with a few broad strokes of the pen, and in these stories he is at 

the top of his form.” [16, p. 14]  In these stories, Howard explores the dark, brooding, fear-haunted side of 

the Texan pinelands, displaying such a consistency of theme and imagery that one can divine something 

of Howard’s own view of the South.  The Old Deserted House motif serves as a reminder of the glory 

days of antebellum prosperity of the South in general and of REH’s ancestors in particular, as well as a 

physical symbol of the collapse of the owners’ fortunes.  And psychological symbols abound.  The 

The Dark Man #2 
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absolute darkness of the Piney Woods becomes a metaphor for the unconscious self.  The swamplands 

appear to represent the barbaric chaos into which civilization, symbolized by the Old Deserted House, 

must inevitably fall, in accord with Howard’s own philosophy of historical cycles.  Man, REH felt, is 

closer to his primal origins that he thinks, and must struggle against the beast within him and the 

wilderness without.  Otherwise, complacency, followed by decadence, ensures the loss of all civilization’s 

gains.  “The Old Deserted House will fall into ruin, and all will once again be darkness, and the Swamp.” 

[16, p. 21] 

 

     The hero in these tales generally has to leave the House and push on into the teeming primordial 

swamp of the unconscious, which is infested with alligators, snakes and other ancient enemies of man.  

“In such surroundings anything seems possible.  I did not wonder then at the tales of black magic and 

voodoo rites said to take place in these dark forests,” REH’s protagonist says in “The Shadow of the 

Beast.”  There, magic and the unknown could seem very real threats.  The physical menaces generally 

turn out to be either monsters (human or inhuman) or African American villains, often associated with 

bloody uprisings or devilish cults, and characterized as being as primitive as their African ancestors.  A 

recurring figure that looms behind these threats is that of the “conjure man,” who manipulates black 

people to his own ends, and was inspired by the historical figure Kelly the Conjure-Man, active in 1870s’ 

Arkansas.  REH’s “ideas about blacks came from memories of the tales he’d heard when young, from the 

stereotypes of fiction, and from the attitudes expressed by his Central West Texas neighbors and friends.  

Given these sources, it is amazing that Howard shows as much sympathy as he does toward blacks.” [16, 

p. 18]  That he found the mistreatment of slaves abhorrent is clear from such stories as “Pigeons from 

Hell.” 

 

     Burke considers several recurring images and themes, and hypothesizes psychological origins for 

them.  He cites Joseph L. Henderson, who said: “In the developing consciousness of the individual, the 

hero figure is the symbolic means by which the emerging ego overcomes the inertia of the unconscious 

mind, and liberates the mature man from a regressive longing to return to the blissful state of infancy in a 

world dominated by his mother.” [17]  Burke points out that Howard’s heroes in these stories do not 

achieve such a liberation, but are powerless to resist the lure to destruction, being saved only by the 

intervention of another character.  “It is tempting to see in this that Howard recognized his own 

powerlessness to resist the lure to join his mother in death; it is a pity that his father, or a friend, was not 

there to help him at the last.” [16, p. 21]  This essay constitutes the definitive treatment of REH’s 

Southern horror stories. 

 

     After this, Marc A. Cerasini of Cromlech fame appears with the short essay “’Come Back to Valusia 

Ag’in, Kull Honey!’: Robert E. Howard and Mainstream American Literature,” whose title is playfully 

modeled on the 1948 article (not 1946, as Cerasini states) “Come Back to the Raft Ag’in, Huck Honey!” 

by Leslie Fiedler [18].  Fiedler postulated that a special male bonding occurs between white and men of 

“color” in much classic American literature, such as in Huckleberry Finn, James Fennimore Cooper’s 

Leatherstocking Tales, and Moby Dick.  These tales often involve flight from civilization, in particular 

women, marriage, and social responsibilities, usually to some unspoiled frontier.  Cerasini points out that 

just such male bonding occurs in two of REH’s story cycles, those of King Kull and of Solomon Kane.  

Kull flees his native Atlantean culture to become king of Valusia.  Brule the Spear-Slayer, a Pict, 

becomes his closest friend and advisor.  They repeatedly risk their lives for one another.  The Puritan 

Kane constantly flees civilization, usually for Africa, where he befriends N’Longa, who saves his life and 

teaches him in the ways of the jungle and magic.  Fiedler had suggested that it is a deep-seated guilt by 

whites for their mistreatment of non-whites and a need to be accepted by those they have hurt which lead 

American authors to explore such an unlikely bond. 
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     Howard may have instinctively recognized the element of Puritan self-hatred and rigid 

fanaticism that led to some of the injustices of the early history of America – and made 

Solomon Kane a Puritan for that very reason. 

 

     In any case, the argument can be made that Robert E. Howard, by delving into this 

archetypal relationship, landed squarely in the mainstream of American letters – and 

explored a vital part of our cultural heritage. 

 

     So it is that these story cycles from the pen of Robert Howard embody an element that 

is found in the best of classic American literature – and even in modern popular culture.  

For this, and many other reasons, Robert E. Howard should be ranked with other 

mainstream practitioners of American literature.  It is hoped that someday he will be 

recognized as such. [19, p. 23] 

 

Hear, hear!  However, Cerasini states that the bonding Fiedler speaks of must, by need, be platonic, but 

Fiedler actually argues that the liaison of Huckleberry Finn and Jim has distinct homosexual overtones, as 

one would expect from his titling of the article. 

 

     Don Herron now appears with the one-pager “On Howardian Fairyland,” in which he calls attention to 

the fact that the mature REH often made a point of putting monsters and weird settings like lost cities at a 

definite physical remove from the day-to-day reality of the Hyborian Age, as if he intended to evoke the 

atmosphere of fairyland, as dark as his vision of it may have been. 

 

     The next feature is the first publication of Howard’s story “Bill Smalley and the Power of the Human 

Eye,” the first story he submitted professionally, at age 15. 

 

     After this is the essay “Cultural Trends in Literature” by Thomas R. Reid, reprinted from The 

Chronicler of Cross Plains #1 and upon which we have previously commented [20]. 

 

     Herron returns with a piece in which he gives some insight on how he chose the essays he included in 

his The Dark Barbarian and then reprints an excerpt from the 1943 fanzine Banshee #3 by Paul Spencer.  

Spencer calls for the publication of a collection of REH fantasies, being perhaps the first person to go on 

record as doing so. 

 

     REHupans Trout and Vernon M. Clark are next up with the article “The Expurgated Solomon Kane,” 

in which they take publisher Donald M. Grant to task for his bowdlerization of the Solomon Kane stories.  

Trout and Clark were the first to realize the extent of Grant’s editing and censorship, and to make an issue 

of it.  They proceed to catalog many of these emendations and excisions, which generally propagated 

through later books until they were finally corrected in the Wandering Star and Del Rey editions.  Grant’s 

Red Shadows (1968, 1971, 1978) is sadly riddled with typographical errors.  There are endless instances 

in which the words “negro” and “black” are changed or deleted, while many other changes seem to have 

no rationale at all.  Grant did later admit to a cavalier attitude toward textual purity, explaining that he felt 

obligated to tone down Howard’s racial language in order not to risk offending and repelling modern 

readers [21].  Trout and Clark do concede that some of the most offensive passages should have been 

changed for mass-market paperbacks, but declare that the practice was inappropriate for a so-called 

deluxe collector’s edition. [22]  

 

     Following this is a review of Robert E. Howard: Selected Letters 1931-1936 (Necronomicon, 1991) by 

author Richard L. Tierney, who emphasizes the preoccupation of REH with conflict and violence, not 

only in his stories, but in many of his letters, usually in a historical context.  
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In short, Howard’s civilized core was deliberately covered over by a veneer of barbarism 

– largely in order, perhaps, to shock or impress his unappreciative ‘civilized’ 

contemporaries. 

 

     Which is not to say Howard’s stance was insincere.  His violent suicide lays that idea 

to rest as surely as his own pistol-shot ended his life.  Howard believed in himself to the 

end, even when he conceived of himself as his own Byronic hero. [22, p. 39] 

 

Tierney remarks on the hatred Howard had for school, bosses, and other authorities.  “Another man 

plagued by such flaming hatreds might have become a mass murderer.  Howard, with his outstanding 

talent, kept turning them into story after story.” [23, p. 38] 

 

     This impressive second issue concludes with a page by Burke on the restoration of the Howard home, 

of which a photo is included.  Burke had joined other volunteers to make some repairs, and he appeals for 

contributions to Project Pride in order that it may be able to pay off and renovate the historic property. 

 

     Cavalier reviews TDM #2 in his REHupa zine, calling it “a tasty treat for Howard fans.” [24] 

 

     The third issue of TDM, dated April 1993, was reduced to 32 pages plus covers for the same price.  Art 

by Jason Eckhardt graced the blue-tinted cover.  There was no editorial and the Table of Contents was 

moved to the back cover.  Interior art is provided by Rick McCollum and Cavalier. 

 

     Fred Blosser opens the issue with “From Cross Plains to the Stars:  Robert E. Howard’s Science 

Fiction.”  Unlike many of his fellow pulp authors, REH was not as at home writing for the SF magazines 

as he was writing fantasy.  Nevertheless, by the early 30s he was attempting to broaden his story markets 

beyond Weird Tales, and gave SF a half-hearted try.  As might be expected, these stories mainly appear to 

have been turned out hastily and not been revised or polished, as if he lacked either the time or the interest 

to do so.  His first published story, “Spear and Fang” depicts life among the Cro-Magnon cavemen and 

their conflict with a Neandertha,l in accordance with what known to anthropologists of Howard’s time.  

The story shows the influence of Jack London and Burroughs, two of his favorite authors.  “Challenge 

from the Beyond” was a round-robin tale REH did with C. L. Moore, A. Merritt, Lovecraft, and Frank 

Belknap Long for a 1935 issue of the fanzine Fantasy Magazine.  Part of the fun of such an endeavor is 

seeing if the contrasting styles of the authors can even result in a coherent story.  Howard’s fast-paced, 

violent traits are much in evidence, though surprisingly not the xenophobia evinced by heroes in most of 

his heroic fantasy (though not all, witness “The Tower of the Elephant”).   

 

     By far the best of REH’s SF efforts is the novel Almuric, a Burroughsian interplanetary adventure left 

unfinished at this death and probably completed by Otto Binder [25].  Blosser points out the similarities 

of creatures, characters, and names in Almuric to those in the Conan tales.   

 

     Here, as in The Hour of the Dragon, Howard was cannibalizing himself; that is, 

constructing a novel by using characters and situations from earlier novelettes.  Never 

before having tried to write an interplanetary adventure, Howard may have felt more 

confident in re-using successful concepts from earlier works than in trying to come up 

with completely fresh material. [26, p. 5] 

 

Also, I might add, lack of time and interest may have played a part, as well as the fact that he was 

targeting a different audience.  Howard’s interest in ethnology lends color and detail to his discussion of 

the history and culture of the alien races, and there are even passages that could be called feministic.  

“People of the Black Coast” and “The Gondarian Man” are minor efforts that show underdevelopment of 

themes, as if they were written in haste.  The former might be viewed as a kind of Swiftian satire in the 
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way it contrasts the indifference of the intelligent super-crabs to human suffering with man’s own 

mistreatment of lower lifeforms.  Blosser concludes that, though REH’s suffers in comparison with the 

best SF work of the pre-World-War II era, Almuric is at least as good as any other Burroughs pastiche, 

and his other SF isn’t much weaker than most of the stories published in the SF pulps of the 1920s and 

1930s. 

 

 

 

 
 

      

     In his essay “Conan the Existential,” Charles Hoffman stated that there is no conception of good vs. 

evil in REH’s universe, with evil doomed to eventual punishment, unlike that of such authors as 

Burroughs [27].  But having apparently rethought the issue, Hoffman reappears with “Cosmic Filth: 

Howard’s View of Evil.”  A product of a cynical, disillusioned era following World War I, Hoffman says, 

Howard strove to infuse what might otherwise have been lightweight fantasy with gritty, hard-boiled 

realism, as Herron put it [28], which included slogs through quagmires of moral ambiguity.  REH’s 

characters are no cardboard stereotypes, but act out of various, real-world motivations.  Conan was 
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usually driven by his natural appetites and a form of enlightened self-interest.  Even so, there were times 

when Howard felt he had to deal with “evil” as an abstract, and at those times, true to his “larger than 

life” portrayal of fantastic entities and events, he would remove evil from the confines of the human heart 

and externalize it on a grand scale, often as a monster, demon, or alien being.  One such scene occurs in 

“Xuthal of the Dusk,” wherein the heroine Natala is assaulted by a tentacled monster whose indescribable 

touch tells her immediately that “whatever form of life this thing represented it was not a beast.”  It is 

then that REH employs the phrase “All the obscenity and salacious infamy spawned in the muck of the 

abysmal pits of Life seemed to drown her in seas of cosmic filth,” which has been ridiculed as over-the-

top Lovecraftian pastiche, but which Hoffman construes as a deliberate exercise in elevating evil to 

cogent, external reality.  Lovecraft, after all, depicted his nonhuman entities as acting upon alien motives 

totally beyond human ken; any perceived malevolence was only the subjective impression of the story’s 

human narrator. [29]  

 

     The phrase “cosmic filth” is used again in The Hour of the Dragon, when Conan meets the immortal 

temptress Akivasha, whose vampirism brands her as an abomination.  As long as a creature is intelligent, 

there is a potential for evil, its capacity for which possibly being greater than a human’s, just as its 

intelligence and strength could be greater.  Such creatures included the winged ape-thing in “Queen of the 

Black Coast” and the black giants on the island in the underrated “The Pool of the Black One.”  In the 

latter tale, REH’s Eden-like descriptions of the island, with its dangerous fruit that fells Conan’s crew, 

and an explicit reference to the heroine Sancha as being “naked as Eve” set the stage for a Biblical 

confrontation with Evil.  The giants are described as having diabolical, inhuman features.  Their blackness 

is not meant to be racial in nature, but to symbolize an iniquity against which all the sins of humanity pale 

by comparison.  Watching the giants bewitch a native boy, Conan “sensed here a cosmic vileness 

transcending mere human degeneracy.”  When Conan rescues Sancha from one of the giants, she 

exclaims, “surely this is hell and that was the devil.”  Hoffman observes: 

 

The Judeo-Christian reference seems out of place in a prehistoric fantasy world where 

people believe in numerous gods and demons.  Thematically, however, it makes perfect 

sense.  Note also that the story’s title refers to “the Black One,” even though there is an 

entire group of them. [29, p. 14] 

 

Though Conan and his pirates kill all but the leader of the giants, the pool about which the giants had 

gathered erupts, claiming their leader and pursuing Conan and crew back to their ship, on which they 

narrowly escape.  Hoffman interprets the story as a Biblical parable in which the pool symbolizes 

something like original sin and the ship represents society, whose rules and conventions are meant to 

inhibit the free reign of evil.  “Like all of Howard’s heroes,” Hoffman concludes, Conan “is a fallible 

human being who does things for his own personal reasons.  But by pitting them against monstrous 

inhuman evil, Howard ensures that the best in his heroes can be brought out.” [29, p. 16] 

 

     Following this is a reprint of REH’s prize-winning high school essay, “What the Nation Owes the 

South,” and blurbs about a Texas State Historical Marker dedicated to Howard at his gravesite and about 

the news that, due to the generosity of REH fans and REH heir Alla Ray Morris, Project Pride as able to 

pay off the mortgage on the Howard House. 

 

     Next on stage is Rusty Burke with a paper he presented at a Science Fiction Research Association 

conference in 1991.  In the last installment of this series, we mentioned Burke’s belief that REH used 

literary personae to better express certain convictions [1]  In “The Active Voice: Robert E. Howard’s 

Personae,” he advances the hypothesis that REH’s life was divided into three principal phases:  his 

boxing, Celtic, and Texan periods.  In each phase, he would begin reading extensively about a topic; then 

he would discuss it with his friends, adopting a point of view and even speech and mannerisms of a new, 

appropriate persona; and he would finally begin writing from this point of view, sometimes nonfiction at 
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first, but always ultimately fiction.  Burke traces Howard’s career through each of these three periods, 

documenting them from the books REH was known to have read; the letters he wrote to Tevis Clyde 

Smith, Harold Preece, Lovecraft, and others; and the articles and stories he submitted for publication.  Of 

course he was an amateur boxer himself.  The transition from his boxing to his Celtic phase was 

instigated by his meeting Preece, a fellow Celtophile, and his reading G. K. Chesterton’s epic poem The 

Ballad of the White Horse about Celts, Britons, and Anglo-Saxons.  He and Lovecraft started their long 

correspondence over a point about the proper use of Gaelic and later segued into discussions about the 

history and lore of the Western frontier.  Burke makes a convincing case that REH would have continued 

to write serious westerns, had he lived.  Burke takes issue with Robert M. Price’s theory that Howard 

merely synthesized his personality, saying that Price was confusing personality with persona, as was 

discussed previously in this series [30].  Finally, Burke opines that the reason pasticheurs have failed so 

utterly to reproduce anything like REH’s fiction is that they “have not put the effort into adopting a 

‘Robert E. Howard’ persona which Howard put into the adoption of The Boxer, The Celt or The Texan.  

They have not actively sought their voice.” [31]  I wonder if the same sort of literary-phase analysis could 

be applied to REH’s poetry, perhaps serving to roughly date some of the many undated poems? 

 

     Bringing the issue to an end are reviews of three issues of the Italian prozine Yorick and the REH-

related anthology Il segno del serpente by S. T. Joshi and Clark and of REH-related Conquest Press 

comics by Cavalier and Clark.  Joshi and Clark remark on the burgeoning interest abroad in translations 

of REH’s fiction, including Italy, Spain, Germany, France, Greece, Poland, and Japan.   

 

     The Dark Man #4 would not come out until May, 1997, though there is no date on the issue.  In an 

editorial comment on the back cover, Burke explains the 4-year delay as being due to problems associated 

with his move from Houston to the Washington, D.C., area.  The issue, whose price went up to $5.00, is 

36 papers in green-tinted covers with artwork by McCollum on the front. 

 

     The issue opens with the article “The Birth of Conan” by REHupan Patrice Louinet.  In it, he takes on 

the arduous task of determining the chronological order of all the versions, in typescript or otherwise, of 

all the earliest Conan stories, as well as REH’s “The Hyborian Age” essay.  His idea is to see whether 

Conan’s birth as a character was as simple as Howard claimed or, if not, just how long it took and what 

steps were involved.  The Conan stories were written, not in “career” order as de Camp reprinted them, 

but first with Conan as king; thereafter, the tales jumped around in the hero’s life.  The first published 

story, “The Phoenix on the Sword,” was an adaptation of the King Kull story “By This Axe I Rule!” 

(which Weird Tales editor Farnsworth Wright rejected), followed by “The Scarlet Citadel” and “The 

Tower of the Elephant,” all in Weird Tales.  Wright also rejected the early Conan tales “The Frost Giant’s 

Daughter,” “The God in the Bowl,” and “The Vale of Lost Women.”  Given access by Glenn Lord to 

typescripts, Hyborian Age maps, and other documents in Lord’s possession, Louinet carefully compared 

the wording in each of these and the published versions, the markings on the typescripts, and the content 

of the other documents.  Noticing the points at which Hyborian place and character names and other 

phrases first appeared and sometimes changed, Louinet was able to properly sequence all the various 

versions and documents, showing that the stories were written in the following order: “Phoenix” (first two 

drafts), “Frost,” “Hyborian,” “Vale” (which might have preceded “Hyborian”), “God,” “Tower,” and 

“Phoenix” (last two drafts).  It indeed seems that Howard engaged in world-building at a furious pace, but 

whipping the stories into consistent and acceptable shape was a chore.  Louinet concludes, “Only by 

going back to Howard’s conception of the tales will we be able to write significantly about the character 

that brought the author so much fame and so little recognition.” [32] 

 

     Louinet continued his research on the dating of the Conan stories in his essay, “Hyborian Genesis” 

[33] and in an addendum on the typescripts [34], in which he traces the conception and publication of the 

character through “The Devil in Iron.”  By careful inspection of the typescripts, more of which he was 

given access to by their owners, he was able to place all the stories in the exact order they were written 
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when the pure-text collections were published by Wandering Star and Del Rey.  He revised his dating of 

“Vale” to between “Rogues in the House” and “Devil.” 

   

 

 

 
 

      

     Again on hand is Burke with the essay “The Origin of Cimmeria.”  Gainsaying de Camp’s attribution 

of Howard’s concept of Conan’s homeland to Homer, Burke marshals enough evidence, from REH’s 

letters and poem “Cimmeria” and from Plutarch, to demonstrate that Howard identified the Cimmerians 

with the Celts.   

 

It seems to me quite likely that “Cimmeria” is a racial-memory poem, very possibly 

inspired by remarks in Plutarch, but with the addition of Howard’s own dreams of wild, 

wind-swept wastes.  This “racial memory” was obviously triggered by the vistas 

encountered in the hill-country above Fredericksburg, on his way to Mission, in the Rio 

Grande Valley, a trip that Howard did, indeed, make in early 1932. [35, p. 15] 
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     Blosser returns with “The Star Rover and The People of the Night,” in which he explores the influence 

authors Arthur Machen and Jack London had on REH’s fiction.  Howard incorporated Machen’s concept 

of the Little People – degenerate, diminutive aborigines of the British Isles – into his story “The Little 

People,” which Blosser notes is weak because REH doesn’t achieve Machen’s sense of brooding horror, 

or much else.  But when Howard started infusing his fiction with concepts that intrigued his imagination, 

in particular the now-discredited ideas about Aryan culture and mythology, as utilized by London, he was 

able to produce better tales, such as “The Children of the Night” and “People of the Dark.”  These stories 

have protagonists who are able to recall past incarnations, and are clearly modeled on London’s hero in 

The Star Rover.  Howard would continue to be influenced by London’s theories about prehistoric 

migrations as he developed the background for his Hyborian Age, even as he moved on to other cultural 

interests, namely that of the Celts.  

 

     Following this are articles on REH fiction published in Eastern Europe (by Glenn Lord), REH-related 

content on the newly born Internet (by Edward Waterman), and remembrances of REH fan writer Jim 

Neal (by Blosser), author and REH friend Harold Preece (by Burke), and fantasist Karl Edward Wagner 

(by Burke).  Burke praises Wagner for editing the Berkley/Putnam Conan collections, which were free of 

the editorial emendations, rewriting, and pastiching so common theretofore.  Unfortunately, the series was 

aborted by the interference of de Camp through Conan Properties International, since de Camp had a lot 

to lose if the Lancer series of Conan paperbacks were supplanted by books free of his and Lin Carter’s 

posthumous collaborations.  Wagner’s forewards and afterwards to the three Berkley books which were 

published – The People of the Black Circle (1977), Red Nails (1977), and The Hour of the Dragon (1977) 

– are some of the best essays ever written on Howard.  Wagner’s Echoes of Valor books for Tor published 

the first pure-REH version of “The Black Stranger.” 

 

     Next is a marvelously comprehensive and insightful review, by author and REHupan David C. Smith, 

of the 1996 movie The Whole Wide World, based on the memoir of Novalyne Price Ellis, who dated 

Howard during his last years.  Only someone thoroughly familiar with REH’s life and work could have 

written such a perceptive and empathetic review, perhaps the best that’s been done of this fine, touching 

film.  Smith states: 

 

     Because I know about his life, I wondered at the end of The Whole Wide World 

whether in 1936 Howard had taken his life so that he could go on ahead of his mother and 

get things ready for her in the next world by the time she showed up, to continue taking 

care of her there as he had here.  Or, even more than that, did he by committing suicide 

do no more than simply move on to someplace with which he was already quite familiar, 

the place where the memories lived that gave him his stories, the place where he himself 

had lived and continued to live, hidden inside many different, premodern selves?  Did he 

do it to silence the demons, his voices, or perhaps to track them down because they had 

left him?  Were they beckoning to him?  He left a whole wide world behind, true, but 

what worlds did he leap into, what freedoms did he attain that he had for so long been 

unable to attain?  Perhaps at the last the voice that brought the words to life and that took 

Robert Howard from this familiar life was more siren’s call than seanchai’s song. [36, p. 

30] 

 

     Burke comes on deck again with a review of the Baen paperbacks Cormac Mac Art (1995), Kull 

(1995), Solomon Kane (1995), Bran Mak Morn (1996), Eons of the Night (1996), Trails in Darkness 

(1996), and Beyond the Borders (1996), which he praises for the pure REH texts (e.g., corrected for 

Grant’s bowdlerizations of Solomon Kane) and for the excellent introductions by Dave Drake, Ramsey 

Campbell, David Weber, S. M. Stirling, and Toni Weisskopf.  Several of the fragments are completed by 

Tierney (“Tigers of the Sea”) and Ramsey Campbell (the Solomon Kane fragments), but at least it is 
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made clear where the pastiching begins.  If only Baen had been allowed to publish pure-text versions of 

the Conan stories, Burke laments.  He would have a few more years to wait, and a role of his own to play. 

 

     Blosser reappears with a review of Tough Guys & Dangerous Dames (Barnes & Noble, 1993), which 

features REH’s “Names in the Black Book.”  Howard had little love for, and admitted to little skill at, 

writing detective fiction, but his best attempts were not as mundane as such stories often are.  Blosser 

declares: 

 

     Indeed, we should label the exploits of [REH’s] Erlik Khan as action thrillers, which 

begin with a given set of mysterious circumstances and quickly evolve into fast-paced 

narratives of capture, confrontation, and escape involving a larger-then-life hero and an 

exotic villain.  In this sense, “Names in the Black Book” takes its proper place as a bridge 

between the old-fashioned thrillers of Rohmer in the 1910s and ‘20s, and Ian Fleming’s 

James Bond novels of the ‘50s and ‘60s, which add explicit sex to the combination of fast 

action and exotic detail. [37, p. 35]  

 

     Issue #4 closes with REHupan Vernon Clark’s review of Unaussprechlichen Kulten: Etudes & Textes 

de Robert E. Howard #1 (Les Grands Anciens, 1990), a French fanzine by Stéphane Labrousse, Lionel 

Londeix, and Louinet.  Similar to The Dark Man, the zine presents critical scholarship of REH’s work 

coupled with rare Howardiana, namely the story “Revenge,” the poems “Custom” and “Counterspells,” 

“Bran Mak Morn: A Play,” and an untitled Bran Mak Morn synopsis, all in both English and French.  The 

articles concern the Nouvelles éditions Oswald (NéO), French translations of REH, several of which are 

first publications; REH’s Pictish and Celtic tales; an interview with Cross Plains Review editor Jack 

Scott; Howard’s Celtic personae; and Almuric.  Clark praises the effort and hopes there will be more.  

There was a second issue in 1992. 

 

     It was another 8½ years until the next issue.  Burke had had great difficulty turning the journal into a 

regular publication and went on to become editor of many books, as mentioned earlier, turning over The 

Dark Man baton to REHupan Frank Coffman.  Born in 1948, Dean Franklin Coffman, Jr., obtained a 

B.A. degree in English and secondary education at Millikin University and an M.A. in English and an 

M.S. in journalism, both at the University of Illinois.  He has taught at several colleges, most recently at 

Rock Valley College, Rockford, Ill, where he is professor of English and journalism.  He has been a 

member of REHupa since 2000.    

 

     TDM #5 came out in the winter of 2001 in a smaller but thicker format:  5½ × 8½-inch, with 56 pages 

plus light stippled covers, a saddle-stapled binding, and a print run of 320 copies, each priced at $7.50 and 

also available by subscription.  The font was larger and more varied, with occasional logos and 

illustrations in a style meant to approximate the look of Weird Tales during the 1930s.  The front cover 

sported a photoshopped photograph of REH.  Acknowledging Burke was a “tough act to follow,” 

Coffman said in his editorial that he was eager to take up the journal’s standard of scholarly study, 

welcoming letters of comment and announcing a planned semi-annual publication schedule and a related 

Web page.  Articles would be peer-reviewed by no fewer than three members of the newly constituted 

Board of Consultants and Reviewers, whose constituents were listed as Blosser; REHupans Burke (Editor 

Emeritus), Coffman, David Gentzel, Dr. Charles Gramlich (Xavier University of Louisiana), Leo Grin, 

Scotty Henderson, Morgan Holmes, Louinet, Joe Marek, Larry Richter, Steve Tompkins, and Steve 

Trout; Dziemianowicz; Herron; Charles Hoffman; Dr. Gary Hoppenstand (Michigan State University); 

and Dr. Garyn Roberts (Northwestern Michigan College).  The journal was published by Mind’s Eye 

HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publications (Rock Valley College’s print shop, but without any financial 

support).  
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     Blosser is first up with “When Kull Rode the Range.”  While categorizing REH’s fiction by genre 

maybe convenient, Blosser cautions that such distinctions are often not clear-cut and can imply that some 

of the writer’s output is necessarily better than other pieces.  “Howard insistently replicated certain 

themes, preoccupations, and types of characters from one type of story to another with little concern for 

genre restrictions.  …  [O]ne hardly ever encounters an underlying motif or plot situation in one story that 
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does not recur in other tales in other genres.” [38, p. 3]  Blosser declares that these recurrences are driven 

by a personal fascination with particular concepts, emotions, and archetypes, attributable to an abundance, 

rather than a lack, of imagination.  As one of several examples, he cites REH’s use of characters based on 

the historical Mahdi of 1880s Sudan in both “Guns of Khartoum” and “Black Colossus.” 

     

     Blosser proceeds to draw a detailed parallel between King Kull of Howard’s fantasy stories and Steve 

Corcoran of his serious western, “Vultures of Whapeton.”  Both were blunt but crafty men of action with 

little interest in women, but sharing an awareness of their dangerous position of authority in a hostile 

civilized society rife with deceit and treachery.  Each is warned about a deadly conspiracy by a supporting 

character who partners with them, though in different ways that show REH’s clever inventiveness; 

Howard does not simply substitute six-shooters for broadswords.  “In contrast to the grim mood of “The 

Shadow Kingdom,” “The Vultures of Whapeton” is filled with moments of multi-layered irony and black 

humor, placing REH squarely in the poker-faced satiric tradition of his forebears Poe, Twain, and Bierce, 

all of whom ranked among his favorite writers.” [38, p. 9]  Also evident in each story is Howard’s 

mistrust of government and cynicism about the motives of those involved in commerce.  “In the ruthless 

march of exploitation disguised as progress, the vultures must ultimately triumph.” [38, p. 11] 

 

     Burke returns with “All Fled, All Done,” the title of which was taken from a couplet supposedly typed 

by Howard just prior to his suicide.  Burke, while doing some literary detective work, discovered that 

these lines were not paraphrased from the poem “Cynara” by Ernest Christopher Dowson, as de Camp 

had assumed, but were taken literally from the poem “The House of Caesar” by Viola Garvin.   

 

     Howard’s better fantasy stories, unlike much of Sword and Sorcery, can frequently be viewed not only 

as escapist fare, but, like much great literature, also studied for deeper significances.  This certainly 

applies to the Conan tales, which often reflect REH’s uncommon and ultimately moral world view.  

REHupan Gary Romeo demonstrates this in “The Tower of the Elephant: A Modern Fable.”  Romeo 

starts by pointing out that Conan was, by intention, one of Howard’s most realistic characters, 

supernatural plot aspects aside.  In particular, REH was an admirer of Oriental culture, and infused his 

knowledge of it into the setting and outlook of “Tower,” one of his best stories.  More than that, Romeo 

states, it is a tale of social justice equal to the best work of Jack London.  This is evident throughout in 

Howard’s empathetic account of Yag-kosha’s backstory and Conan’s compassionate reception of it in 

spite of Yag-kosha’s inhuman appearance, attitudes more representative of Eastern philosophy’s higher 

regard for animals vis-à-vis humans than those of Western civilization.  Though no noble savage, Conan 

repeatedly evinces self-control and a basically moral outlook, which restrains his violent outbursts to self-

defense and euthanasia.  “The REH/Conan attitude toward animals is somewhat Tarzan-like, in that 

Conan kills for survival, but not for pleasure or sport.” [39, p. 19]  Even though Conan is a thief, to him, 

as to Howard, “the thievery of baubles like jewels is not as great a crime as the theft of another’s life and 

labor,” which the sorcerer Yara robs of Yag-kosha.  Conan “steals and even kills in anger and self-

defense but he would never enslave or torture someone.” [39, p. 20] 

 

     Regarding Howard’s stance toward religion, the primary subject of this series’ last installment [1], 

Romeo notes that “Conan and REH see religion to have (quoting REH) ‘like all things civilized … lost 

[its] pristine essence in a maze of formulas and rituals.’  REH is constantly challenges our civilized 

viewpoints.” [39, p. 19] 

 

     Even further insight into Howard’s view of religion is given by the next essay, “Escape from Eden: 

Genesis Subverted in ‘The Garden of Fear,’” in which Charles Hoffman makes a good case for “Garden,” 

part of the James Allison reincarnation cycle, as being an inversion by REH of the Adam and Eve and the 

Tower of Babel accounts from Genesis.  Hoffman thinks this is subconscious, but he is so convincing that 

I think most of the reversal must be deliberate.  In the Garden of Eden story, Eve is a demure 

handmaiden; she and Adam have Jewish names and have dominion over animals; they are seduced by a 
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serpent with the lure of knowledge; and flee from a garden paradise.  In Howard’s version, Gudrun is a 

formidable fighter; she and Hunwulf have Germanic names and are stalked by animals; they flee to a 

Babel-like tower in a deadly garden overrun by serpent-like flowers and ultimately reject the recorded 

knowledge in the tower.  There are not only many more anti-parallels to The Bible, but there are also 

references to pagan myths and Buddhist philosophy.  REH says, and apparently believes, that “Legends 

are distorted shadows of pre-existent realities.” [40, p. 28]  There are repeated mentions of anti-Biblical 

topics, such as human and bestial reincarnations and Stone Age animals and weaponry.  A final reversal 

on the Biblical accounts is the triumph of independent human action over submission to divine will.  The 

very idea of reincarnation fits into Howard’s cyclical conception of history. 

 

     REHupan Joe Marek contributes an addendum listing all appearances to date of the Allison 

reincarnation stories. 

 

     Scholars of adventure fiction have advanced three main theories about the key element of such stories: 

(1) the regenerative value of violence; (2) the hero’s triumph over death; and (3) a quest for and return 

with some object of great value.  Howard employs each of these archetypal narrative motifs to varying 

extents in his own distinctive way, creating stories of deeper, more complex meaning beyond their 

obvious appeal as entertainment.  Gary Hoppenstand illustrates this in an essay critiquing the Oriental 

adventure, “The Treasures of Tartary,” featuring REH’s mercenary hero, Kirby O’Donnell. 

 

     Howard wrote of more than one mercenary protagonist and is one of the finest practitioners of this 

type of tale, which has a distinguished history dating back to Robinson Crusoe (1719).  In “Treasures,” 

O’Donnell survives numerous contests of strength and courage, saves the life of a man caught in an unfair 

fight, and snatches gold from the hands of subversives.  He thereby employs violence not only to prove 

himself as the superior in a Darwinian struggle for survival of the fittest, but also uses violence as a means 

of moral regeneration, a crucial part of the hero’s mythic journey. 

 

 “Violence, for Howard, is more than just a contest of brute strength and savage courage.  

…  It’s an overt demonstration of the hero’s moral superiority.  Kirby O’Donnell 

employs violence to achieve a moral end, and he undergoes a moral transformation in 

“The Treasures of Tartary” from self-serving soldier of fortune, interested only in lining 

his pockets with gold, to the noble champion of European security, willing to sacrifice 

great wealth in order to achieve peace and political stability.” [41, p. 40]  

 

     Hoppenstand says that fortune has not been kind to Howard in terms of literary awards received or 

distinguished reviews published, but his reputation has consistently grown if measured by a long-lasting 

high regard by the reading public.  “Indeed, despite what his shrinking list of detractors might say, Robert 

E. Howard’s escapist pulp fiction provides a fundamental appeal that has survived the test of time.  …  A 

number of critics, myself included, even call Howard a great writer.” [41, p.37]  Apparently Hoffenstand 

had radically changed his opinion of Howard, since he once called him a “nothing more than a hack” 

whose popularity, he predicted, would do nothing less than destroy heroic fantasy as a sub-genre [42]. 

 

     Next, REHupan Edward Waterman tackles the problem of fixing the exact historical date for the 

setting of REH’s horror tale, “Wolfshead,” a task made difficult by the surprising lack of records from the 

historical period and a total dearth of information about what reference works the author may have used.  

It seems that Howard himself had only a rough idea of the story’s temporal setting, so one may wonder 

why the question is even significant.  Still, REH scholars are often intrigued by such loose ends and 

tangents.  With aid from REHupans Larry Richter and Rusty Burke, Waterman analyzes what clues there 

are in the yarn (as well as in its also undated prequel “In the Forest of Villefère”) provided by historical 

references, weaponry, and physical setting, concluding that “Forest” and “Wolfshead” are set in 1475 and 
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between 1490 and 1510 respectively.  Waterman appends an outline of Portuguese history on the West 

Coast of Africa. 

 

     Blosser reappears with a review of Ghor, Kin-Slayer (Necronomicon, 1997).  He concedes that the 

round-robin novel, completed from an REH fragment by 16 fantasy and science-fiction authors of diverse 

strengths and bents, inevitably fails from the standpoint of plot and character coherence.  “But it’s unfair 

to dissect the serial with the exacting scrutiny of conventional criticism, I think.  From all appearances 

Ghor was written in a spirit of fun, and that’s how it should be approached.” [43, p. 53]  Blosser advises 

savoring it for the literary skills of the better authors. 

 

     After this is an early, previously unpublished drawing by Howard entitled “Where the East and the 

West Shall Meet,” depicting a sword fight between a Muslim and a German, and illustrating REH’s early 

interest in literature, history, and international politics.  A copy of the drawing was provided by Glenn 

Lord.  A collection of all known drawings by Howard was published in 2009 by the Robert E. Howard 

Foundation. 

 

     Aside from a colophon, editor Coffman closes the issue with a request for letters of comment from 

readers and contributors, as well as from members of the journal’s Board of Consultants and Reviewers. 

 

     The sixth issue appeared in the summer of 2001, in a run of 300 copies for $7.50 each.  The cover is 

another photoshopped version of an REH photo by Richter.  The cover might be termed “camel’s hair” in 

color and texture.  The issue runs 58 pages plus a blank page and covers. Coffman apologizes for the 

delayed publication of the issue, attributing it mainly to a lack of working capital from advance sales and 

subscriptions, and the difficulty of finding a printer willing to do quality work for reasonable rates.  

Coffman got TDM cataloged in the prestigious Modern Language Association (MLA) Bibliography and 

the Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature (ABELL) [44].  He had already decided to 

keep TDM exclusively REH-oriented [45]. 

 

     Coffman opens the issue with an article in his specialty, Howard’s poetry, specifically two versions of 

the then unpublished poems “Hate’s Dawn” and its expansion “A Son of Spartacus,” copies of which 

being provided by Glenn Lord.  The first was written for The Junto, a single-copy zine circulated among a 

closed circle of contributors.  The second was intended to be part of a collection entitled Images Out of 

the Sky by Howard and his friends Tevis Clyde Smith and Lenore Preece.  It never saw the light of print, 

though Smith would later publish a collection of his own poetry under the same title.   

 

     The poems are relatively uncommon for REH in their concern with World War I or, indeed, any 

contemporary issue, so few poems and stories of his relate to anything not set in a distant historical or 

fictional past.  While by far most of Howard’s poetic outlook is rhymed verse, he departs from tradition in 

using the sonnet form for narration rather than lyrical expression, and experiments with the form by 

including extra lines and varying the pattern of both the beats and the rhymes in the manner of a ballad.  

Also evident is the frequent employment of intense adjectives and adverbs chosen so as to establish a 

particular atmosphere and mood.  The same is seen in his prose fiction, which often displays Howard’s 

poetic bent and talent. 

 

     The “Spartacus” version shows even more innovation in its balladic form, added detail about the 

vengeful narrator, and changes designed to deepen the mood and increase consonance, alliteration, and 

other poetic “sound effects.”  The title change and addition of an epigraph, both concerning the ancient 

Roman revolutionary, Spartacus, presumably reflect REH’s early socialist leanings.  The shift of wording 

from “bleak as a woman’s lies” to “black as a harlot’s lies” might relate to the author’s sexual maturation. 
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     Coffman lays in an errata sheet noting the text’s lack of intended italicizations.  He also appends the 

text of “Spartacus to the Gladiators at Capua” by Elijah Kellogg, Jr., author of the epigraph.  I note that 

text’s proper use of the vocative case (for formal addresses) in the phrases “O Rome!” and “O comrades!” 

and find it curious it took so long for Howard to adopt it in his own writing, as opposed to “Oh …” 
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     Sometimes valuable insights can be gained into the life and psyche of an author by comparing his 

experiences and personality to those of other authors who share enough of the same characteristics.  This 

methodology benefits from averaging more data than just those for a single individual, and may answer 

the question as to whether, and how, successful writers differ from “normal” people.  REHupan Charles 

Gramlich applies the technique in a perceptive essay comparing Jack London, Ernest Hemingway, and 

REH.  The similarities between them are many and go well beyond the fact that all committed suicide (or 

so it was commonly thought at this time; it now appears that London died of uremia).  Each of them was 

an early, voracious reader; suffered from emotional and psychological instabilities; and had an intense 

and sometimes strained relationship with his mother.  Howard’s mother was devoted to and probably 

overly protective of him, sensitive as he was by nature and isolated from his roughhewn peers in deeply 

rural Texas.  REH returned and perhaps needed that affection, but it did hamper his social development 

and placed an increasing burden on him, depending as she did on his care as she succumbed to 

tuberculosis.  Like the other writers, Howard never had a successful, lasting relationship with a woman. 

 

     All three were proud, fierce individualists who had a passion for dangerous exploits, real or imagined, 

but also a debilitating fear of losing their health and talents.  REH was profoundly affected by his 

mother’s decline; declared his revulsion for outliving the high tide of one’s physical and mental strength; 

and was suffering from professional disappointments and financial pressures.  Moreover, these writers 

shared an affinity for darkness and violence in the depths of their souls, and were in a way in love with 

the death they so often thought and wrote about.  “In the subjective worlds of London, Howard, and 

Hemingway, morphine and bullets were an inevitable end that they had been writing toward their entire 

lives.” [46, p. 23] 

 

     One important way that REH’s writings differ from those of London and Hemingway, I would add, is 

that there is much greater depth to them in terms of themes, views, and interpretations, as is evident just 

from the very content of TDM.  And if they are acknowledged as great authors, what does that make 

Howard?    

 

     REHupan and Japanophone Mark Hall debuts with a review of Masao Higashi’s Kutourû Shinwa Jiten 

(Bunko, 2001), which is a dictionary in Japanese of the Cthulhu Mythos stories of Lovecraft and others, 

including Howard.  Hall points out that REH, Lovecraft, and Clark Ashton Smith, the so-called Weird 

Tales triumvirate, wrote stories that influenced their contemporaries and later generations of readers, even 

to the extent of appealing to foreign readers, scholars, and writers.  “How many authors from the 1920s 

and 1930s were able to achieve this level of fame?” [47, p. 28] 

 

     In “A Short History of the Kull Series,” Louinet traces the publication history of these stories, which 

were very much a dry run for the more famous, successful, and supernaturally oriented Conan the 

Cimmerian.  Only three of them saw print in Howard’s lifetime, the others being rejected or aborted.  

They were born out of his lifelong interest in sunken continents and Atlantis in particular.  He believed 

the latter to be the probable birthplace of Cro-Magnons, since they replaced Neanderthals in Europe 

despite having no kinship with them.  REH did write of Atlantis before he wrote of Kull, namely in the 

juvenile fragment “Khoda Kahn’s Tale.”  He probably obtained the name King Kull from allusions to 

“old King Cole” in a 1917 poem identified by Burke  as “The Search” by Edgar Lee Masters, which 

mentions banners sporting tiger and dragon figures that became the totem of Kull and the emblem of 

Nemedia respectively.  The 1927 story, “The Shadow Kingdom,” was not only the first Kull tale 

published, it was the first American epic fantasy story and the first full-blooded Sword and Sorcery tale.  

In it, Howard combines his interests in psychology and the Biblical story of Saul.  He saw Saul and David 

as being more Aryan than Jewish, having much in common with the Christian Saxons, and said Saul “saw 

the hissing head of the serpent beneath each mask of courtier, priest, concubine and general.” [48, p. 34]  

This, of course, echoes the events in “Kingdom,” wherein Kull’s apparent paranoia proves to be justified 

in the person of shape-shifting serpent men. 
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     Howard’s next five completed Kull stories, all but one rejected, are more metaphysical fables than 

fantasy stories, reflecting REH’s philosophical musings at the time.  As he wrote to Clyde Smith: 

 

[W]e are sparks of star-dust, atoms of unknown power, powerless in ourselves but 

making up the whole of some great power that uses us as ruthlessly as fire uses fuel.  We 

are parts of an entity, futile in ourselves.  We are merely phases of electricity; electrons 

endlessly vibrating between the magnetic poles of birth and death.  We cannot escape 

these trails in which our paths lie.  We do not, as individual entities, really exist, we do 

not live.  There is no life, there is no existence; there is simply vibration.  What is life but 

an uncompleted gesture, beginning in oblivion and ending in oblivion? [48, pp. 36 & 37]. 

 

Louinet comments: 

 

As a matter of fact, all of Howard’s letters to Tevis Clyde Smith from early 1928 contain 

lengthy passages on philosophy, religion, psychology and assorted interests.  Howard was 

undergoing a period of profound introspection, that very naturally found its way into his 

fiction.  Common to all the themes alluded to in the letters is the central motif of identity, 

of the relation of the self to the universe. [48, p. 37]  

 

     The next Kull tale, “By This Axe I Rule!,” opens with a scene similar to the conspirator scene in Julius 

Caesar by Shakespeare, REH’s favorite playwright.  The change of Kull from benign monarch to 

besieged autocrat in an action-driven, rather than philosophical, story, though, indicates that Howard was 

losing touch with the character.  He would later convert the rejected story into the first Conan tale, “The 

Phoenix on the Sword,” and integrated Kull’s world, as an early phase, into the framework of his new 

Hyborian world.  By 1932, Kull and his Valusia belonged to the past; Conan and his Hyborian Age were 

now Howard’s present. 

 

     Louinet appends a chronological listing of the extant Kull transcripts.  Several were lost by REH’s 

agent Otis Adelbert Kline, the rest being rescued by Glenn Lord.  The article is marred by some 

formatting errors, including failure to set off quotations from the rest of the text. 

 

     Following this is a list of citations for REH letters that appeared uncited in Lord’s The Last Celt: A 

Bio-Bibliography of Robert Ervin Howard (Grant, 1976), compiled by Burke, Louinet, and Waterman for 

use by scholars. 

 

     REHupan Steven Tompkins first appears in The Dark Man with the essay, “There’s a White Wolf on 

the Ottoman, or, Another Revolt in the Desert,” in which he profiles REH’s modern American adventurer 

Francis Xavier Gordon, in particular as he is portrayed in the 1936 novella “Son of the White Wolf.”  

This tale is only one of two set in Arabia, the others taking place in Afghanistan, and is the only one set 

during the Great War rather than the Great Game of 19
th
 century geopolitics, with Gordon serving as 

lieutenant to Lawrence of Arabia.  He was known as “El Borak, whom men loved, feared, or hated, 

according to their political complexion, from the Golden Horn to the headwaters of the Ganges.” [49, p. 

51]  Though fearless and intrepid as are most of REH’s heroes, he is no treasure hunter like Kirby 

O’Donnell or mere mercenary as Conan often is, but is adept in local and global politics, and acts so as to 

subvert dangerous international conspiracies.  Yet “Gordon is not Kipling’s Kim; he answers only to 

himself.  …  El Borak, all by his lonesome, is sort of a Wilsonian interventionist.” [49, pp. 48 & 49]  

“The sight of rival ethnicities snapping and snarling over the carcasses of empires is certainly not 

unfamiliar to us at the outset of the twenty-first century; in many ways Osman’s white wolf is a rough 

beast whose hour has come round again.” [49, p. 51] 
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     “Son of the White Wolf” is yet another example of Howard’s gift for combining economy and 

extravagance when writing action scenes, as well as for infusing more character and plot complications 

than were strictly necessary or common for the genre, but which is true for so many of REH’s serious 

fiction of all types.  As is characteristic of his other essays, Tompkins demands much of his reader in 

terms of historical and fantasy knowledge and even vocabulary (“Turkish ontogeny threatens to 

recapitulate Hyrkanian phylogeny”), indulges in witty wordplay (“Sic transit gloria Talbot Mundy”), and 

draws clever parallels between REH’s stories and those in other media, in this case what have been called 

“world-scale western” movies like Lives of a Bengal Lancer (1935) and The Charge of the Light Brigade 

(1936), but, as Tompkins points out, Howard got there first.   

 

     The article is flawed with formatting errors, mostly of punctuation. 

 

     Concluding the sixth issue are two letters of comment, including one by consultant/reviewer and 

REHupan Leo Grin, who praises the previous issue’s physical heft and success at appearing scholarly  

without looking dry.  Ironically, it would be Grin who becomes increasingly impatient about the journal’s 

erratic publication schedule and increasingly dry academic air, so much so that we would he would soon 

depart The Dark Man to found his own journal in order to fulfill his literary vision. 

 

     TDM was to continue on till the present day, though rocky times were dead ahead.  

 

     Cavalier reviewed TDM #6, calling it “a nice blend of commentary, criticism, information and 

scholarship writings.” [50]  Trout also reviewed it, saying it was a “great job all around” [51]  REHupan 

Rob Roehm cataloged the contents of TDM #1-6 [52]. 
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Dark Man #6 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 25-29 (summer, 

2001) 

  

[48] Louinet, Patrice, “A Short History of the Kull Series” in The Dark Man #6 (Mind’s Eye 

HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 30-41 (summer, 2001) 

 

[49] Tompkins, Steven, “There’s a White Wolf on the Ottoman, or, Another Revolt in the Desert” in The 

Dark Man #6 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 45-57 (summer, 

2001) 

 

[50] Cavalier, Bill, Cold Steel #96, p. 3 in REHupa Mailing #174 (Apr., 2002)  

http://www.rehupa.com/
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[51] Trout, Steve, Beltric Writes #90, pp. 3 & 4 in REHupa Mailing #174 (Apr., 2002) 

 

[52] Roehm, Rob, An Index to Cromlech: The Journal of Robert E. Howard Criticism and The Dark 

Man: The Journal of Robert E. Howard Studies, The Cimmerian Library (The Cimmerian Press, 

Playa del Rey, Cal., 2005), Vol. 1, 40 pp.  
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THE  ROBERT  E.  HOWARD  BIBLIOGRAPHY  OF  SECONDARY  

SOURCES,  PART  X 

 
The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting those 

by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by Howard, 

such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors).  It is in alphabetical order by author 

and then by title.  The abstract, if any, is in brackets.  

 

The Dark Man #1-6: The Journal of Robert E. Howard Studies 
 

 (#1-4 edited by Rusty Burke; #5 & #6 edited by Frank Coffman) 

 

  AUTHOR                                                                         REFERENCE 

 

Anonymous “Robert E. Howard Winner of Essay Model While in High School” in  Cross 

 Plains Review (Tex. newspaper), unnum. p. (14 Apr., 1936); reprinted in The 

 Dark Man #3, Apr. 1993 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp.17- 

 21 

 

Blosser, Fred “From Cross Plains to the Stars: Robert E. Howard’s Science Fiction” 

[covering “Spear and Fang,” “The Challenge from Beyond,” Almuric, “King of 

the Forgotten People,” “People of the Black Coast,” & “The Gondarian Man”] 

in The Dark Man #3 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 1-8 

(Apr., 1993) 

 

Blosser, Fred “Remembrances: Jim Neal” [REH fan writer (?-1995)] in Rusty Burke’s 

Seanchai #78, p. 2 in REHupa Mailing #140 (Aug., 1996); reprinted in The 

Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 24 & 25 (May, 

1997) 

   

Blosser, Fred Review of Ghor, Kin-Slayer (by REH et al.; Necronomicon, 1997) in The  

Dark Man #5 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), 

pp. 52-54 (winter, 2001) 

 

Blosser, Fred Review of Tough Guys and Dangerous Dames (ed. Robert E. Weinberg et al., 

Barnes & Noble, 1993) in The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West 

Warwick, R.I.), pp. 34-35 (May, 1997) 

 

Blosser, Fred “The Star Rover and the People of the Night” [influence of Arthur Machen & 

Jack London on REH, esp. in “The Little People,” “The Children of the Night,” 

& “People of the Dark”] in The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West 

Warwick, R.I.), pp. 16-18 (May, 1997) 

 

Blosser, Fred “When Kull Rode the Range” [comparisons of characters & situations in the 

 Kull stories with those in “The Vultures of Whapeton”] in The Dark Man #5 

 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/ Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 3-14 

 (winter, 2001) 

 

Burke, Rusty “The Active Voice: Robert E. Howard’s Personae” [REH’s personal interests 

during the boxing, Celtic, & Texan phases of his career, as expressed through 
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his writings] in Seanchai #62, pp. 7-12 in REHupa Mailing #110 (July, 1991); 

reprinted in The Dark Man #3 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), 

pp. 22-26 (Apr., 1993); extract in Bloom, Harold, “Robert E. Howard, 1906-

1936” in Modern Fantasy Writers (Chelsea House Publishers, New York, 

1995), pp. 57-70 

 

Burke, Rusty “All Fled, All Done” [source of REH’s suicide note text] in Seanchai #86 

[actually #87] in REHupa Mailing #151 (June, 1998); reprinted in The Dark 

Man #5 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 

15-17 (winter, 2001); posted at http://www.rehupa.com/?page_id=167 

 

Burke, Rusty Editorial [history of REH lit criticism & purpose of TDM] in The Dark Man

 #1 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 3 & 4 (Aug., 1990) 

 

Burke, Rusty “The Old Deserted House: The South of Robert E. Howard” ” [use, origins, 

themes, & psychological signficances of such images] in Seanchai #28, pp. 4-7 

in REHupa Mailing #75 (May, 1985); reprinted as “The Old Deserted House: 

Images of the South in Howard’s Fiction” in The Dark Man #2 (Necronomi-

con Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 13-22 (July, 1991) 

 

Burke, Rusty “The Origin of Cimmeria” [originally untitled; inspiration of REH’s Cimmeria 

& identification of Cimmerians with Celts] in Seanchai #72, pp. 25-29 in 

REHupa Mailing #123  (Oct., 1993); revised in The Dark Man #4, May 1997 

(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 12-15 

 

Burke, Rusty “Remembrances: Harold Preece (1906-1992)” [writer and friend of REH] in 

The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), p. 25 (May, 

1997) 

 

Burke, Rusty “Remembrances: Jim Neal [(?-1995); REH fan writer] in Seanchai #78, p.2 in 

REHupa Mailing #140 (Aug., 1996); reprinted in The Dark Man #4 

(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 24 & 25 (May, 1997) 

 

Burke, Rusty “Remembrances: Karl Edward Wagner (1945-1994)” [fantasy author & editor] 

in The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 26 & 27 

(May, 1997) 

 

Burke, Rusty Review of Echoes of Valor II (ed. Karl E. Wagner; Tor, 1989) [incl. 

comparisons of various texts of “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter”] in The Dark 

Man #1 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 32-35 (Aug., 1990) 

 

Burke, Rusty Review of The Robert E. Howard Library series [Baen, 1995, 1996] in The 

Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 32-34 (May, 

1997) 

 

Burke, Rusty “The Robert E. Howard House” [its restoration in Cross Plains, Tex.] in The 

Dark Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), p. 40 (July, 1991) 

 

Burke, Rusty “Toward Other Lands: An Approach to Robert E. Howard” [REH’s genius as 

an author, esp. viewed as a Cetic bard, & his theme of personal freedom 

expressed by heroes who choose their own fate & by his own choice of suicide] 

http://www.rehupa.com/?page_id=167
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in REHupa Mailing #60, 8 pp. (Nov., 1982); revised in The Dark Man #1 

(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 17-22 (Aug., 1990) 

 

Burke, Rusty, “The Last Celt REH Letter Citations” [sources of unreferenced letters in Glenn   

   Louinet, Patrice, & Lord’s The Last Celt: A Bio-Bibliography of Robert Ervin Howard (Grant, 

   Waterman,     1976) in The  Dark Man #6 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp 

   Edward A. Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 42-44 (summer, 2001); posted at   

 http://www.rehupa.com/waterman_citations.htm 

 

Cavalier, Gordon W. Review of Robert E. Howard’s Blood and Thunder #1 (1992 Conquest comic) 

   “Bill”/”Indy” in The Dark Man #3 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 22-26 

 (Apr., 1993) 

 

Cerasini, Marc A. “‘Come Back to Valusia Ag’in, Kull Honey!’: Robert E. Howard and 

Mainstream American Literature” [close male/male relationships in the Kull & 

Solomon Kane stories, similar to those in classic American novels] in 

Radioactive Ranch #1, pp. 3 & 4 in REHupa Mailing #94 (Nov., 1988); 

reprinted in The Dark Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), 

pp. 22 & 23 (July, 1991) 

 

Clark, Vernon M. Review of Il segno del serpente (by REH & others; Yorick, 1992) in The Dark 

Man #3 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 28-30 (Apr., 1993); 

reprinted in Dreams from Yoharneth-Lahai #55, pp. 25-28 in REHupa Mailing 

#123 (Oct., 1993) 

 

Clark, Vernon M. Review of Robert E. Howard’s The Vultures of Whapeton, Songs of Bastards, 

& Blood and Thunder #1 (1991-1992 Conquest comics) in The Dark Man #3 

(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 31-32 (Apr., 1993); reprinted 

in Dreams from Yoharneth-Lahai #55, pp. 28-30 in REHupa Mailing #123 

(Oct., 1993) 

 

Clark, Vernon M. Review of Unaussprechlichen Kulten: Etudes & Textes de Robert E. Howard 

#1 (ed. Stéphane Labrousse et al., 1990) in Dreams from Yoharneth-Lahai #55, 

pp. 22 & 23 in REHupa Mailing #123 (Oct., 1993); reprinted in The Dark 

Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 35-36 (May, 1997); 

reprinted in Dreams from Yoharneth-Lahai #55, pp. 22 & 23 in REHupa 

Mailing #123 (Oct., 1993)  

 

Clark, Vernon M. Review of Yorick Fantasy Magazine, #s 14/15 (1992-1993 Italian prozine) in 

The Dark Man #3 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 27-28 

(Apr., 1993); reprinted in Dreams from Yoharneth-Lahai #55, pp. 24 & 25 in 

REHupa Mailing #123 (Oct., 1993) 

 

Coffman, D. Frank, Jr. “A Drawing by Robert E. Howard ‘Where the East and the West Shall Meet’” 

in The Dark Man #5 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., 

Rockford, Ill.), p. 54 (winter, 2001) [in REHupa?] 

 

Coffman, D. Frank, Jr. “Notes on Two Versions of an Unpublished Poem by Robert E. Howard” 

[titled “Hate’s Dawn” & “A Son of Spartacus”] in The Dark Man #6 (Mind’s 

Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 2-11 (errata slip laid 

in) (summer, 2001) 
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Herron, Don “Barbarian Aftermath” [orig. untitled; Amra essays not used in Herron’s The 

Dark Barbarian, followed by a reprint of Paul Spencer’s “A Voice from the 

Past” (q.v.)] in The Dark Barbarian #1, pp. 9-11 in REHupa Postmailing 

#93.1 (Sep., 1988); reprinted in The Dark Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, 

West Warwick, R.I.), pp.32 & 33 (July, 1991)  

 

Herron, Don “On Howardian Fairyland” [weirdness as portrayed in REH’s fiction; orig. 

untitled] in Son of Dark Barbarian, pp.  5-7 in REHupa Mailing #98 (July, 

1989); revised in The Dark Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, 

R.I.), p. 24 (July, 1991) 

 

Herron, Don “Swords at the Academy Gates; or Robert E. Howard Is There, Where Are the 

Critics?” [on the continued disregard of REH’s merits as a writer by academia] 

in The Romantist # 9/10 (F. Marion Crawford Memorial Society, Nashville, 

Tenn., 1986) (1985/1986); expanded  in The Dark Barbarian, pp. 1-8 in 

REHupa Mailing #94 (Nov., 1988); reprinted in The Dark Man #1 

(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 5-9 & 4 (Aug., 1990) 

 

Hoffman, Charles “Cosmic Filth: Howard’s View of Evil” in The Dark Man #3 (Necronomicon 

Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 9-16 (Apr., 1993) 

 

Hoffman, Charles “Escape from Eden: Genesis Subverted in ‘The Garden of Fear’” [the story’s 

inversion of Biblical accounts & other myths] in The Dark Man #5 (Mind’s 

Eye Hyper-Publishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 22-33 (winter, 

2001) 

 

Hoffman, Charles Review of Post Oaks and Sand Roughs (by REH; Grant, 1990) in The Dark 

Man #1 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 35 & 36 (Aug., 1990) 

 

Hoppenstand, Gary “Soldiering for Fortune: Robert E. Howard’s Kirby O’Donnell and ‘The 

Treasures of Tartary’” in The Dark Man #5 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/ 

 Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 36-42 (winter, 2001) 

 

Joshi, S. T. Review of Yorick Fantasy Magazine, #s 10/11 & 12/13 [1990-1992 Italian 

prozine] in The Dark Man #3 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), p. 

27 (Apr., 1993) 

 

Kellar, Michael “Solomon and Sorcery” [Solomon Kane’s religious beliefs & encounters with 

sorcery] in The Howard Review #7 (Dennis McHaney, Memphis, Tenn.), pp. 

24-28 (Apr., 1977); reprinted in The Dark Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, 

West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 11-13 (Aug., 1990); reprinted in The Book of the 

Howard Review (Dennis McHaney, Lulu.com), pp. 106-109 (Dec., 2010) 

 

Lord, Glenn “Herbert Klatt” [a friend of REH] in Zarfhanna #35, pp. ?-? in Esoteric Order 

of Dagon Mailing #67 (Nov., 1989); reprinted in The Dark Man #1 

(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 24-27 (Aug. 1990); reprinted 

as “Herbert Klatt: The Fourth Musketeer” in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #8, 

Vol. 1, #8 (Black Coast Press, Channelview, Tex.), pp. 13-16 (fall, 2005), in 

The Man from Cross Plains: A Centennial Celebration of Two-Gun Bob 

Howard (ed. Dennis McHaney; Lulu.com, 2006), pp. 189-196 with a photo of 
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REH drinking beer, & in French as “Herbert C. Klatt: le quatrième 

mousquetaire” in Echoes de Cimmerie: Hommage a Robert E. Howard (ed. 

Fabrice Tortey; Les Editions de l’Oeil du Sphinx, Paris), pp. 103-107 (June, 

2009) with a photo of REH, Vinson, & Smith with swords  

 

Lord, Glenn “Howard Publishing in Eastern Europe” [incl. list of REH translations by 

country] in The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 

19-21 (May, 1997) 

 

Louinet, Patrice “The Birth of Conan” [REH’s first conception of Conan & the chronology of 

his typescripts of the first several Conan stories & “The Hyborian Age” essay] 

in The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 1-12 

(May, 1997) 

 

Louinet, Patrice “A Short History of the Kull Series” [its conception & publ. history] in The 

Dark Man #6 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), 

pp. 30-41 (summer, 2001) [? supposedly subsumed into “Atlantean Genesis” in 

back of Kull: Exile of Atlantis] 

 

Marek, Joe “James Allison’s Incarnations” [list of that character’s stories] in The Dark 

Man #5 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 

34-35 (winter, 2001) 

 

Reid, Thomas R. “REH and Cultural Trends in Literature” [REH’s & Lovecraft’s antagonists & 

attitudes toward civilization] in The Chronicler of Cross Plains #1, Vol. 1, #1 

(Black Coast Press, Houston), pp. 45, 47, & 51 (fall, 1978); reprinted as 

“Cultural Trends in Literature” in The Dark Man #2, July 1991 (Necronomi-

con Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 30-32 

 

Romeo, Gary “‘The Tower of the Elephant’: A Modern Fable” [orig. a review; Conan’s & 

REH’s ethical & Orient-influenced philosophy] in IMN2REH #8, pp. 1 & 2 in 

REHupa Mailing #154 (Dec., 1998); expanded in The Dark Man #5 (Mind’s 

Eye Hyper-Publishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 18-21 (winter, 

2001); posted at http://www.rehupa.com/romeo_elephant.htm 

 

Smith, David C. Review of The Whole Wide World (1996 movie) Bocere #13, Vol. 3, #1, pp. 1 

& 5-8 in REHupa Mailing #144 (Apr., 1997); reprinted in in The Dark Man 

#4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 27-32 (May, 1997) 

 

Spencer, Paul “A Voice from the Past” [calling for an Arkham House anthology of REH] in 

Spencer’s fanzine Banshee (Dec., 1943); reprinted in The Dark Man #2, July 

1991 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 32 & 33 

 

Stumpf, Dan “The Howard Complex” [speculates the burden of caring for his mother was  

sublimated in his fiction & was a possible motive for his suicide] in One-Shot 

Zine, pp. 2 & 3 in REHupa Mailing #93 (Sep., 1988); reprinted in The Dark 

Man #1 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), p. 23 (Aug., 1990) 

 

Tierney, Richard L. Review of Robert E. Howard: Selected Letters 1931-1936 (Necronomicon, 

1991) in The Dark Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 

38 & 39 (July, 1991) 

http://www.rehupa.com/romeo_elephant.htm
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Tompkins, Steven “There’s a White Wolf on the Ottoman, or, Another Revolt in the Desert” 

[analysis of the El Borak character & stories, esp. “Son of the White Wolf”] in 

The Dark Man #6 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, 

Ill.), pp. 45-57 (summer, 2001) 

 

Trout, Steven R. “Elements of Horror in the Works of Robert E. Howard” [incl. themes & 

influences] in Beltric Writes #14, pp. 3-6 in REHupa Mailing #50 (Mar., 

1981); revised as “The Horror Fiction of Robert E. Howard” in The Dark Man 

#2 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 2-11 (July, 1991) 

 

Trout, Steven R. “King Conan and the Aquilonian Dream” [King Conan’s political motivations 

& their reflection of REH’s own populism & American ideals] in Beltric 

Writes #45, pp.5-13 & #46, p.3 in REHupa Mailing #96 (Mar., 1989); 

reprinted in The Dark Man #1 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), 

pp. 10-16 (Aug., 1990)  

 

Trout, Steven R. & “The Expurgated Solomon Kane” [editorial changes, bowdlerizations, & errors 

   Clark, Vernon M. in the Grant,  Bantam, & Centaur editions of the Kane stories],  The Dark 

Man #2 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 33-37 (July, 1991); 

reprinted as “The Expurgated Solomon Kane: The Reprise” in Trout’s Beltric 

Writes #59 in REHupa Mailing #118, pp. 3-17 (Nov., 1992); reprinted as 

Trout’s “The Expurgated Solomon Kane” in The Fantastic Worlds of Robert 

E. Howard (James Van Hise, Yucca Valley, Cal.), pp. 91-107 (June, 1997)   

 

Waterman, Edward A. “Conan & Robert E. Howard on the Internet” [resource guide to Web sites] in 

The Dark Man #4 (Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 22-24 

(May, 1997) 

 

Waterman, Edward A. “Dating ‘Wolfshead’” [historical date of the story’s setting] in The Dark Man 

#5 (Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publs., Rockford, Ill.), pp. 43-51 

(winter, 2001) 
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